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How to manage different habitats
Many commons and greens are beautiful places, rich in wildlife. Because
commons have a long history of being used by people, the habitats they
support are relatively natural but have been shaped by human activities over
the millennia (e.g. unimproved grassland, heathland, woodlands). If they are to
retain their wildlife and scenery the traditional uses must either be continued,
or replicated some other way (see FS3 Why does our common need to be looked
after?). This factsheet summarises the characteristic features of each habitat
type, together with conservation aims and management techniques for habitats
frequently found on commons.

Different techniques
The management of habitats can vary from
simple to complex. It can often be carried
out by volunteers with hand tools or may
need people with specialised training and
equipment. Here, the main methods you
might use are outlined and sources of further
information signposted. Herbicide treatments
are not discussed, as these are best used only
if there are no other realistic options, and
you will want specialist advice and possibly
contractors to carry out the work.

Before deciding on particular management
techniques, you will want to consider their
potential impact on the species present,
the landscape, the environment, features
of archaeological and historical interest,
and public access and safety (see FS5 Is our
common more special than we think?, FS4 Who
has an interest in the common? and FS8 What
future for our commons?). Remember to plan
aftercare and monitoring (see FS17 Are we
getting it right?).
Scrub
Scrub management may involve enhancing or
maintaining scrub already present, reducing
it or even eradicating it if it is mainly a nonnative species such as Rhododendron. The
Scrub Management Handbook (see Where
to get help for habitat management below)
describes the wildlife interest of scrub, how to
enhance it, and the best methods for removing
scrub should you have too much, together
with a useful decision-making chart.

Tree planting at Badley Woods common © J. Hart
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Natural regeneration and planting can
enhance the species richness of scrub,
while browsing by livestock, deer or rabbits,
thinning, or rotational cutting every few years
can create patches of different ages, increasing
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structural diversity. The interface between
scrub and other habitats can be increased
by cutting glades and rides, preferably with a
scalloped edge. Thorny scrub can be used to
protect young trees from grazing. Where scrub
is next to taller woodland, leaving some scrub
will provide valuable habitat and soften the
appearance of the vertical woodland edge.
If you plan to remove scrub, tackle it as early
as possible – it’s easier to deal with seedlings
or small saplings than larger bushes, there will
be less material to remove, and changes to the
underlying soil and vegetation will be easier
to reverse. Remember that scrub can turn to
woodland in about 15 years!
Once above ground growth is cut, it is often
necessary prevent re-growth from stumps
(e.g. willow) and seeds (e.g. gorse). Pine does
not regenerate from stumps. Grazing and
browsing with suitable livestock, hand pulling,
digging out, winching or using heavy horses
with chains to pull shrubs or trees up, grinding
stumps, or a combination of these can all be
used to prevent the scrub re-growing or to
remove it entirely.
Where cut stumps are larger, painting with
a stump treating chemical or drilling and
injecting can be effective in preventing regrowth and with minimal environmental
effects. Cut material should normally be
removed. You may also want to scrape away
the layer of litter that has accumulated
under scrub (litter conceals the natural
seed bank and increases the fertility of the
Leaving some log or brash piles after
scrub clearance will provide places for
reptiles and amphibians to hibernate,
and deadwood is important for
invertebrates such as stag beetles.

land, encouraging the return of bracken or
rank grasses). Check whether there is any
archaeological interest before you try litter
scraping. Scrub management should be
carried out outside of the bird nesting season.
Tree work
This may include pollarding and coppicing (see
FS11 Trees and Scrub), thinning and health and
safety work. Pollarding and coppicing can be
used to create the veteran trees of the future
as well as look after existing veteran trees.
They also provide an appealing cultural
contact with the past, when these
management techniques were used to provide
timber, firewood and forage for winter
livestock. FS3 Why does the common need to
be looked after? and FS11 Trees and Scrub on
the Common discuss the history and wildlife
associated with these types of trees.
On many commons or greens, new woodland
has grown up around pollards (which generally
originated in wood pasture and on the
edge of woods). These trees are very scarce,
support a wide variety of wildlife, and deserve
protection. Where old trees are becoming
shaded you will want to consider thinning the
surrounding growth, although care should be
taken not to expose the veteran too much or
too rapidly – see Veteran Trees: A guide to good
management for advice.
Also be aware of the sensitivity of veteran
tree root systems to compaction and other
damage. ‘Lapsed’ pollards need particular
care as the trunk may not be able to support
the weight of large heavy branches and are
vulnerable to wind damage. Veteran Trees
contains a useful flow diagram to decide
whether to cut a veteran tree, and information
on how to go about it.
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Coppice on commons is often linear, along
rivers, boundary banks or in hedges, which
means standard guidance on the amount
to cut each year needs to be carefully
interpreted (the BTCV Woodland handbook
contains useful information). You may need to
protect coppice stumps from browsing deer
e.g. with heaps of brushwood. It’s best only to
start coppicing again if you are sure you can
continue with this form of management.
Managing Habitats for Conservation, the
BTCV Woodland handbook, and the Forestry
Commission’s Forestry Practice Guides: The
Management of Semi-Natural Woodlands all
include information on managing woodland,
including felling systems and the creation
of natural forest. Be aware that if you are
carrying out felling you may need a felling
licence from the Forestry commission.
Grazing
FS12 Grazing our common provides further
information about how to set about getting
your common or green grazed, including the
type of stock to use. For conservation grazing,
the best approach is to graze with the number
of animals and the length of time it takes to
achieve your objectives (e.g. desired sward
height/texture) rather than applying a set
stocking rate. Of course, this requires ongoing
monitoring and assessment of the grazing
regime (see FS17 Are we getting it right?).

A veteran oak on wood pasture

Suggested stock densities can be useful as a
starting point (e.g. see the Lowland Grassland
Management Handbook), but these need
to be modified according to the particular
characteristics of the site (e.g. are there
significant patches of scrub on a grassland
site) and objectives (e.g. restoration will need a
higher density than maintenance).
Wildlife generally benefits from lighter grazing
pressure over a longer time scale, so your
stocking densities are likely to be lower than
those used in mainstream agriculture. When
starting grazing a new site, or one that hasn’t
been grazed for many years, it is often a good
idea to start at low stocking levels and slowly
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Old trees with abundant dead branches
can present a risk to visitors - Veteran
Trees: A guide to risks and responsibilities
provides a comprehensive summary
(but note that under Section 13 of the
CRoW Act, an occupier owes no duty to
any person exercising their access rights
in respect of a risk from trees). Useful
information, dealing with the safety
aspects of work on trees - Managing
health and safety in forestry - can be
found on the Health and Safety Executive
website. See FS11 Trees and Scrub for
more information on felling licences and
tree preservation orders.

Create standing dead wood for
invertebrates, fungi and birds such
as woodpeckers by ring barking trees
instead of felling them (make sure they
are in safe positions and won’t create a
hazard in the future!)

The number of livestock grazing a site
is often expressed in terms of Livestock
Unit (LU) equivalents. Originally very
simple with one cow as 1LU and a sheep
as 0.15, these have been refined for
example a ewe with a lamb at foot is
0.08-0.15 depending on weight, a suckler
cow with calf at foot 0.7 – 1.1, a horse 0.8
– 1.1 etc. (see links for further sources
of information). Grazing pressure is
expressed as LUs per hectare per year.
So 10 mature cattle grazing 50 ha for 6
months would be 0.1LU/ha/yr.

build up until the level is right to achieve
objectives. Different grazing pressure may
be needed for different habitats or features
within a site, and shepherding, currently used
on some big commons such as Ashdown
Forest, is one way of achieving this.

Mowing

Remember that livestock behaviour may be
specific to your site, and will also influence
grazing pressure (see GAP information leaflet
How animals use the landscape).

Mowing can be used on pasture where grazing
is not feasible (although by its sudden and
unselective nature it is not as satisfactory and
can affect invertebrates, and causes damage
to anthills). Mowing can be used in restoration
management to reduce dominant species that
are hard to control with grazing (e.g. tor grass
and tufted hair-grass) – this should be carried
out during the growing season.

The season for grazing your common or green
will depend on the habitat type. On most
grasslands early or late summer grazing will be
needed, and possibly winter grazing - heavy
summer grazing doesn’t suit many butterfly
species and will of course reduce flowering.
On wetland sites, spring grazing can result in
nest trampling of ground nesting birds.

On heathland, it can be used to introduce
structural diversity into heather stands,
increasing the amount of very young heather
suitable for invertebrates such as the silverstudded blue. Always remove cuttings to
ensure smaller plants are not smothered,
to allow seed to reach the soil surface, and
prevent nutrient enrichment.

On heathlands, summer grazing is used to
reduce the dominance of competitive grasses,
with lighter or no grazing throughout the
winter to maintain healthy heather. On many
grassland and heathland sites stock are taken
off when the weather worsens in winter and
trampling damage to the soils and vegetation
(called ‘poaching’) starts to occur.
If possible avoid introducing stock recently
treated with Avermectins (for internal
parasites) as this may affect invertebrates on
your site.
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Hay meadows have evolved under a regime of
annual mowing, and this should be continued.
Meadows are shut off from grazing (or lightly
grazed in the spring and cut for hay, often
when late flowering species have set seed and
birds have nested (e.g. late June-July). Cut the
field from the centre outwards, or mow from
one side of the field to the other, to allow late
ground nesting birds with chicks and other
wildlife, such as young hares and deer, to
leave.
Uncut corners and patches will provide a
wildlife refuge and seed for birds in winter.
Once hay has been removed, graze lightly.
Avoid use of fertilisers, and use only a light
application of farmyard manure if required.
Controlled burning
Controlled fire, to rejuvenate heathers
and provide more grazing, is a traditional
management technique on lowland and
upland heaths and some grasslands. The use of
fire to burn off unwanted vegetation in winter
is a skilled job and if you are considering such
a management tool, be sure to get plenty of
advice and help from your local Fire Service
and conservation organisations (see Where to
get help for habitat management). There are
regulation governing when and how you can
burn and a code of practice and guidance on
the Natural England website.
Pond and ditch clearance
Low level grazing and erosion may help
maintain an appropriate cover of emergent
fringing vegetation in ponds. On small sites
grazing needs to be watched as a few days
intensive use can cause overgrazing and
trampling. Hand digging may be needed on
overgrown ponds and ditches, particularly
where vigorous species such as white water lily
or bullrush are dominant.
Many old ponds have puddled clay lining
them to make them watertight, so take care to
preserve this. Spoil and plant material should
be disposed of away from the pond where
nutrients released by decay will not be washed
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Normally it is better to manage existing
vegetation rather than re-plant or seed
using imported material. However, if
there has been damage or the original
seed stock has been wiped out, it may be
appropriate to enhance your common or
green by sowing/planting native species.
Always be sure to use seeds or plants
from a local source - try growing your
own! On grassland, consider introducing
yellow rattle, as it is semi-parasitic and
will reduce the vigour of grasses and
favour some of the herb species. Flora
Locale and the Grassland Trust both
provide excellent advice.
You may also want to plant native trees;
plant in early winter, ensure the ground
is bare where you want to plant and, if
necessary, protect young plants from
rabbits and deer.
The BTCV Tree Planting and Aftercare
handbook provides all you need to know
about selecting tree species, choosing
locations, best planting techniques and
aftercare. On Sites of Special Scientific
Interest planting is likely to need consent
from Natural England (see FS6 How
important is our common?)

Advice on creating a new pond can be
found in BTCV’s Practical Conservation
handbook. Choosing an appropriate
site is very important – find a spot where
a pond would look natural, that isn’t
overhung by trees and receives sunlight
– but choose a spot that isn’t already of
value as a wet area! Remember to check
for underground cables and pipes.
© J.C. Lowen

larger areas will need a tractor mounted swipe,
bracken bruiser or forage harvester. Ideally
cut at least twice a year in mid-June and late
July (May, July and August if you can cut three
times a year).

back in. Leave material close to the water for
a day or so to give any animals a chance to
return to it. If you think you have an alien
invasive plant in your pond, seek advice (See
FS12 Saints and sinners).
Autumn is the best time to carry out ditch
cleaning (to prevent silting up and drying out)
as this will minimise impacts on breeding
birds, aquatic invertebrates and seed setting.
Ditch-side vegetation may need to be cut
every three to eight years, depending on
whether the ditches dry out or hold water
permanently.
Bracken
Bracken is best controlled by cutting/
bruising or pulling to reduce the stores of
carbohydrates in the rhizomes. Small areas
can be cut by scythe, strimmer or Allen scythe,

On sparse stands, pulling by hand, bruising
by hitting with a stick, or using a specially
designed ‘Bracken Bruiser’, are all alternatives
to cutting. If cutting is ineffective, or the
area of bracken very large, spraying with
appropriate herbicide may provide an
alternative (but seek advice first).
Where bracken is long-established, it might be
possible to remove deep litter (e.g. by forage
harvesting) to expose the seed bank of other
plants and reduce soil fertility. Pigs have also
sometimes been used to dig out bracken.
Remember to check for archaeological
interest before carrying out any treatment that
includes ground disturbance.

Using a bracken bruiser © J. Hart
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Table 1. Summary descriptions of habitats, conservation aims and management techniques
generally appropriate for commons.
Description

Conservation aims

Management techniques

Heathers of varying height and
structure, often with scattered
trees, scrub and bracken.
Patches of open ground,
grassy areas, lichens, heather
in different growth stages.

Grazing, scrub management
and heather cutting and
burning to increase structural
diversity and bare ground and
reduce rank grasses.Bracken
control.

A sward rich in herbs and fine
grasses, with limited patches
of bracken and scrub and bare
ground. Sward height variable
- short areas favour many
typical species .

Grazing to maintain and
increase species diversity,
structural diversity, bare
ground and reduce rank
grasses.Mowing to reduce
grazing-tolerant speciesScrub
management, including
remove of non-native plants.

A sward rich in herbs,
including special species,
and with a low cover of
agriculturally favoured
species, bulky grasses and
rushes. Sward height quite
low by the end of the growing
season (following aftermath
grazing).

Traditional management
including mowing in summer
(usually after mid July) and
grazing after the hay has
been cut, to promote species
diversity and allow flowering.
Cutting to control rushes,
pulling or digging weed
species.

Purple moor-grass and/or
rush cover often extensive,
but allows smaller plants
to persist, with a low cover
of agricultural weeds and
bulky grasses.A variable and
tussocky sward.

Light to moderate grazing
to promote plant species
diversity and produce a
diverse tussocky sward for
birds and invertebrates.Scrub
control to prevent scrub
invasionCutting to reduce rush
and coarse grass coverPulling,
digging to control weed
species.

Lowland Heathland
Open landscape characterised
by heather and gorse, may
include woodland, grassland,
bog and pools.

Lowland dry grassland
Calcareous grassland is
particularly species-rich and
is characterised by lime-loving
plants (many restricted to this
habitat) often including orchid
species. Over half of Britain’s
58 butterfly species can be
found on chalk grassland.
Acid grassland often forms a
mosaic with lowland heath
and mire and is generally on
nutrient poor acid soils over
sands and gravels.
Hay meadows
Species-rich grassland
which is mown for hay after
midsummer and then grazed
until autumn or again the
following spring. Floodplain
hay meadows are often
seasonally inundated.

Lowland wet grassland
Fen meadows and rush
pasture support a wide variety
of characteristic plants,
butterflies, dragonflies and
damselflies and breeding
and wintering birds. Wet
meadows may be seasonally
inundated and are particularly
important for wildfowl and
waders.
8
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Table 1 continued...

Description

Conservation aims

Management techniques

Emergent vegetation over
25-50% of the surfaceTrees
or scrub mainly present to
north only (to avoid shading)
although some set back from
edge to south provides shelter
for invertebrates.Areas of
open bank for roosting and
feeding waterfowl.

Cutting emergent vegetation
to maintain areas of open
water and structural diversity.
Cutting overhanging trees
to avoid shading, change
in fertility, and drying
out.Removing dominant
introduced species such as
white water lily and New
Zealand pigmyweedDigging
silted up ponds/ditches to
prevent drying out.

A rich and varied mosaic
of age and structure to
provide nesting and feeding
opportunities for birds, with
plenty of edge to provide
shelter, warmth and nectar
sources for invertebrates.A
balance between open habitat
and scrub.

Rotational cutting to provide
structural diversity. Cutting
rides and glades with
scalloped edges to maximize
interface with other habitats.
Allowing natural regeneration
or planting to increase species
diversity. Stump treatment/
removal to prevent re-growth.

A range of native species
and a varied structure
including ground flora,
understorey and canopy,
including opportunities for
regeneration. Standing and
fallen dead wood present.
Glades and rides kept open.

Pollarding to maintain veteran
trees and create future
veterans; appropriate felling
around veterans to prevent
shading.Coppicing to maintain
coppice stands if present.
Cutting to maintain/create
glades and rides. Selective
thinning e.g. of non-native
species such as rhododendron
and sycamore.Allowing
natural regeneration or
planting to increase species
diversity.Grazing wood
pasture to maintain open
habitat.

Ponds and ditches
Vary greatly in size, and may
be natural or, more frequently,
human-made, although often
old.

Scrub
Scattered bushes or dense
patches of a variety of
shrubby species (below about
5m in height) and associated
flowering plants. May include
special species (e.g. juniper)
or may support birds such as
nightingale and a wide variety
of invertebrates. Often forms
a transition between different
habitat types (e.g. heath and
woodland)
Woodland
A wide variety of woodland
may be found on commons
and greens, including ancient
woodland (which has been
present for centuries),
secondary woodland (which
has grown up on grassland or
heathland) and wood pasture
(large open-grown trees
on grassland, heathland or
woodland flora).
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Where to get help for habitat management
There are lots of places to get help with advice for habitat management. Many groups offer
advice and/or training, sometimes free of charge, and include habitat management information
on their websites. Places to start include:
Your local Wildlife Trust
www.wildlifetrusts.org
Your local Natural England office (if your site is a SSSI – see FS6):
www.naturalengland.org.uk
Grazing Advice Partnership
www.grazingadvicepartnership.org.uk
Flora Locale
www.floralocale.org
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds:
www.rspb.org.uk
Butterfly Conservation:
www.butterfly-conservation.org
The Woodland Trust:
www.woodland-trust.org.uk (includes The Ancient Tree Forum)
Buglife:
www.buglife.org.uk
Froglife:
www.arc-trust.org
Pond Conservation:
www.pondconservation.org.uk/advice/pondwildlife
Email discussion forums such as Nibblers (contact GAP) and Heathnet (contact RSPB)
Books, leaflets and other links
BTCV handbooks, including Practical Conservation and Woodland, available from their website
Scrub management handbook*
Herbicide handbook*
Lowland Grassland Management Handbook*
Machinery rings: www.machineryrings.org.uk also try an internet search
Veteran Trees: A guide to good management*
Veteran Trees: A guide to risks and responsibilities*
Managing Habitats for Conservation eds. Sutherland & Hill, CUP, 2005.
Forestry Commission’s Forestry Practice Guides: The Management of Semi-Natural Woodlands
(available from their website)
TAN 33 Revised calculation of livestock unit equivalents for Higher Level Scheme agreements*
10
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English Nature Research Reports Nos. 535 & 602, Ashdown Forest-A review of grazing and
Grazing action plan*
The Heather and Grass Burning Regulations 2007*
Heather and grass burning code and good practice guides*
www.brackenbruiser.co.uk/design.html
Grazing Advice Partnership leaflets (available from their website)
*Denotes publications available from the Natural England website
Credits
Text: Footprint Ecology
Design: darkHouse Multimedia
Cover image: Work party at Alners Gorse (J. Davis © Butterfly Conservation)
One of a series of Factsheets created to help stimulate management on common land and village
greens in England.
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